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Its reputation precedes it thanks to its advanced technology, robustness and reliability.
The GSCI TICON makes it possible to combine both night vision and thermal imaging.

Compatible with GSCI PVS-7, PVS-14 and PVS31-C-MOD systems, it quickly attaches to the night vision
system.

This system provides a significant gain for night observation in poor conditions. It will allow easier detection
of the target, without having to increase the power of your NVGs.

Made in Canada, the TICON is designed for intensive use in the field, and to provide the user with ease of
use and exceptional image quality.

A resolution of 640x512 with a pitch of 12?m
9Hz or 50Hz refresh rate
1x optical magnification
Focus adjustable from 0.5m to infinity
Image Mode: Monochrome (Withe-Hot), Hot Spot, Heat Outline and Pulse Mode

 

Power supply with 1 x 18650 or 1c CR123 battery and socket for external power supply
7 year warranty
Size: 80x34x34mm
Weight: 105g
Supplied in a rigid waterproof case, with protective caps, USB charging cable, external video cable,
soft cover and cleaning kit.

At the forefront, this system makes it possible to take advantage of the advantages of two technologies,
namely night vision and thermal imaging.

Designed for use in the field, assembly and disassembly of the TICON is simple and ultra-fast, without
having to remove your helmet.
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With its 4 image modes, you can adapt to the constraints of the terrain and the opponent to be detected.

 

Contact us for more product information.

 

Product only reserved for administrations and security companies.

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


